thw.s-% weaprns.
Cnf A'f the TbJectives .f these *t:; " t, duErr[d&, the relati.onship between visual dat,-rtabilit." and aircraft d stane, i' r several relevant parameters, f r example, aircruft altttude,, spVued, a•rd manac uver.
(C) Cumbat experience in Viet Nam suggests that a ' rrelat>'r: may ex'st between aircraft losses tL gunfire and the amount (density) :,f smoke emitted by the aircraft. Since an evaluation uf this posslblh relati',nship was not included in the original set of parameters fjr Test S.l/3.L, the Weapon Systems Evaluation Group (WSm) haa requested JTF-2 t'-extend .h, scope of Test 3.1/3.5 to evaluate the exhaust 5m.ke fac-tr.
(C) The data obtained via the current instrumentatLr. syster" used f~r Test 3.1/3., eventually will permit an evaluatLon f the effect of smoke _. engagenent sequence data. However$ WSm desires Uthat more limited 'rnf-mation be mad, available immediately after the relevant trials %.f the field test are completed.
For this reason, HumRRO Division No., 5, F rt Bliss, Texas, at the request of JTF-2, conducted limited tests using r.anual data collection. HumERO was responsible for the cu-lection, reduction and analysis of this manually-gathered data.
S)
TESZT C2:CEfT A. (C) This part ion of Test 3.1/3.5 -,btairied data ..n visual dtect' ranges for two types .f A-4 aircraft which differ significantly it: the amount of smoke emitted. The A-hB/C (J-65 engine) is the statdard for t!n~mum smoke generation. The A-4E/F (J-52 engine) produces a signiflcantly greater amount of smoke.
Approximately 1i0 trials were fluwn to sat'sfy the basic test _bjective .nd to determine_, the effect ..f tw'o levels s.r smoke emission on dptection time. Table 1 lists the uombinatlons .f "aorialles scýhe-duled for the A-h aircraft trials.
B. (U)

C. (U)
In order that the influence ,f the, zue-..dary varlab.'l;, ,4f the test be held to a minimum, each trial of an A-hB/C (or E/F) aircraft was followed inmediately by an A-4E/F (or B/C) aircraft; i.e., A-4B/C and A-hE/F trials were paired, with the two aircraft in each pair being separated in time over tar-et by three to six minutes.
In this way, the
1'NASSIFWD
effects of such environmental conditions as time :f day, sun elevation, azimuth and atmospheric visibility were maintained almost constant.
The aircraft courses and maneuvers if succeeding trials were identical in irder to present similar aircraft background conditions to the observers. Early warning -jnditi ns were c)nstant for pairs Af trials, exce pt the alt'tude and bearing to the second aircraft coul-d be predicted by observ;ers fror. their bser.,at-_in ')f the first aircraft In each pair.
nr-. (U) DATA
A. The amount of elapsed time between initial detection and aircraft crossover was obtained for each trial.
These observations were made by a special group of enlisted men provided by USCONARC.
This group of "Timers" had not participated in the earlier phase of the HLMR tests.
13.
A second group of observers, "Sm~ke Judges". provided opinion data concerning the relative amount of smoke emitted 2or selected random pairs Qf A-_4C ane A-4E trials.
After certain specified pairs of trials, these Smoke Judges, who were selected from crewmen not serving as gun crew participants at the time, were asked three questions by the Timers:
Which of the two pre!vious aircraft was easier to detect? 2.
Did the two aircraft show the same amount of smoke?
3.
If not, which aircraft showed more smoke?
IV. (U) DETAILEM OBSERVER PLAN
A. Observers. Ab stated above, two different groups of observers (Timers and Smoke Judges) were used to obtain the two types of performance data.
1. Group 1, "Timers": Ten EM, equipped with stop watches and recording forms, measured and recorded the elapsed time from detection to crossover for each trial.
xnese observers were selected and trained in the test procedures by HumRRO.
Six observers were pruvided by the U.S. Army Air Defense Human Research Unit, and four were obtained from the U.S. Army Training Center Human Research Unit.
2.
Group 2, "Smoke Judges": On each test day, ten CPEC IN, currently assigned as crewmen for the air defense weapons provided judg-,-ents of the relative smoke density of the aircraft for selected pairs of trials.
The smoke judges were selected from CDEC enlisted men who were U serving as gun crew participants at the time.
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B. Observer Location. Within each weapon complex, the Timers were stationed close to AD wcapons so they received the early warning information normally provided for each trial.
The proximity of these timers to the weapon crews also facilitated administration of the smoke questionnaire to the Smoke Judges.
The location of the specific weapon sites used by the Timers is shoun in Figure 1 , along with plan projections of the aircraft flight paths.
C. Test Monitors.
The Timers at each Weapon Complex were under the supervision of a SMOKEH(OUSE Monitor, who had the following responsibilities:
1.
At beginning of each AM and PM test sessions, the Monitor acccmpliuhed a "head count" to determine that the correct group of timing observers were present at the complex.
2.
He issued timing and recording equipment.
3. He determined that each Timer had a prople2rly-functioning stop watch, the appropriate recording forms, and pencil.s and clip-board.
4.
He determined that the Timers had the appropriate trial schedule, questionnaire forms, and informatira concerning the identity of the CDEC "Smoke Judges" for the session.
5.
He monitored the Timers during the test session to insure that all required activities were being accomplished.
D.
Rotation of Observers. On each test day the 10 Timers were randomly assigned to a specific weapon site to be used for the day. Fo.
• owing completion of the AM trials (and noon mess) it was planned to rotate the Timers each day so that all Timers would make an equal number of observatioins at each of the 10 selected weapon sites.
E. Daily Procedure.
Measuring Elapsed Time.
The Timers remained at the weapon site and received the early warning (EW) information given the crewmen by the CDEC controller.
Upon receipt of EW, the Timers began visual search of the designated sky space.
When an aircraft was detected, the Timer started the stop 4 watch. When the aircraft reached the crossover point, the Timer stopped the watch and printed the elapsed time (to the nieaest second) for the trial on the record form. If one score of a pair had to be dropped, both scores were dropped.
After eliminating the invalid pairs of observations, a total of 739 paired observations remained. For these remaining valid observations, the mean detection time for the A-4E was 2.30 seconds 8 U; ICLASSIF1 ED I T earlier than tthe A-4B.
Tis difference, while small, was statistically reliable (Student's t = 5.00, with 73ý3 degrees :.f freedom).
3.
(C) Average Time Differences fur Courses and Altitudes. Table 2 presents the time differences with reference to the test matrix of courses and altitudes.
These comparisons are of the 739 "valid" trials only. A negative time difference indicates that the B aircraft was seen before the E aircraft.
" rl yseThe statistical analysis indicated that the E type was reliably seen before the B type for course-altitude combinations A-i, A-2, and C-2.
In conri-st, the B-engined aircraft were seen 'before the E-engined type for S-I and C-I.
ITe negative difference for N-I was not statistically reliable at p = .10.
As stated earlier, when averaged over all courses and altitudes, the A-4E was seen earlier than the A-4B.
"no 4. (C)
Comparison of Test Sites. The mean differences (E mirus B) for all observations made at each of the 10 weapon sites is shown in " Table 3 . Analysis of the data fur each weapon site indicated that for three of the sites (iii, 113, and 117) the E-engine aircraft were detected reliably before the B-engined.
At one test site (116) the opposite result occurred, and at those sites having very near terrain mask (131, 132, and 133) there were no reliable differences between the two engine types.
.(C)
Comparis'm for Earth Altitude at Maneuver 1.
The paired observations were also averagea ovur tue A, S, C, and PI courses to compare the elapsed time difference f',r each altitude f')r the flights using Maneuver 1. On the average, tne E aircraft were seen before the B types 2.12 seconds at Altitude 1 and 2 .,7 seconds at Altitudc! 2. Both of these mean differences were statistically reliable at p = .10 or less (Student's t's were 3.53 and 4.50, respectively).
B.
(U) Average TIme in View. The, mean arid standard deviation if the actual time in view fo:' -ach aircraft flight is shown in Appendix A for each eombinatiun of test parameters.
This foirm, f the data should be of interest to those agencies having knowlcdge. "-f the terrain unmask distances and the actual aircraft speeds.
C.
(C) Smoke Judgments. Pr1r to the actual t.st, twenty pairs if trials were selected for collecting the opinions of .bservers concerning the eas ,'A detection and amount of smoke emitted by each aircraft in a pair.
After c:mpletion of each of these selected trial-pairs, the Timers asked three questions of the CDEC "Smoke Judgc.-''. The Timers also -answered the questions befofre queQtioning the CDEC Judges.
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The 20 pairs of trials were selected to counterbalance the sequence in which the E and B aircraft appeared, and to include several altitudes and courses.
Two pairs of triils involving successive flights of the same engine type were included to provide a means of determining if the judges exhibited any biases: For example, did judges tend to rate the second aircraft of a pair as emitting more smoke than the first aircraft. The questionnaire results are shown in Table 4 . Of 327 answers, 78% of the Judgments indicated that the A-4L was easier to detect. Ninetyseven percent of the judgments indicated that the observers were aware of differences in the smoke output, and 90% of ths time the more dense 1 exhaust smoke was associated with the A-4E.
VI. (c) DISCUSSION
A.
(C) Elapsed Time Differences. The rather perverse nature of the E versus B time comparisons obtained for the various courses and altitudes warrants some speculation.
The results suggest that as the terrain unmask distance increased, the B-engined aircraft were more difficult to detect.
This difference was probably most dramatically reflected in the mean E vs. B difference obtained before the off-course detections were eliminated.
The comments of the Timers and Test Monitors indicated that these invalid observations tended to occur when the aircraft was at a high altitude and in its glide path to the programmed test altitude. That is, the aircraft were well above terrain and became apparent against a sky background.
Unfortunately, information concerning the aircrafts' actual altitudes at the time these "invalid" detections occurred cannot be correlated with the detection times., because the latter did not share a common time base with the 3.1/3.5 instrumentation system. j (c) However, when the invalid observations were deleted from the statistical analysis, the approximately five seconds greater detectability of the E-engined aircraft decreased to 2.3 seconds. That is, as the jj amount of masking increased, the detection difference decreased.
(C) The most curious result concerned the greater detectability of V the B-engined aircraft while flying the crossing courses at Altitude 1. All averages for the Altitude 1 flights on the N, C, and S courses indicated that the B-engined aircraft were seen earlier. It would be expected that the E-engined aircraft would produce very dense smoke at this altitude. Since most of the crossing flights at Altitude 1 had a sky background at the time of unmask, the greater smoke output of the E-engined aircraft would have further increased its detectability. It can only be guessed that, for some reason, when on the crossing courses the B-engined aircraft tended to fly at a slightly higher altitude than the A-hE. One can sIjeculate that performance characteristics of the A-4B when at low altitude
